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Pavillions in Kocborowo on the post-card by K. Kmiecikowski from 1930s; 
now the whole set of buildings is protected as a „treasure of architecture”.

The kind lady from Administration assured me that it is perfectly safe, so I walked 
around during 30 minutes,  without pleasure however.



Kocborowo -
general view

Before 1900
German engineers built 

Wasser-Turm
exclusively for the hospital (with its 

ca 1000 patients). 
 



From „The Malady Report” :

Supposed reason of the illness:
mental fatigue due to active participation in the chess 

tournament for the championship of Poland.



Already on 5 June Polish Chess 
Federation sent a letter (signed by Dawid 
Przepiorka and Colonel Marian Steifer) 

to the Mr Director Esq. 
of the Kocborowo 

Psychiatric Hospital.

They kindly asked for:
„special treatment for  poor A. Frydman, 

one of our best chess masters.”

Perhaps the only one original 
document of Polish Chess Federation
issued prior to 1939 and preserved.



(The boy of) early mental development, extremely talented.
In the age of 15, after contracting influenza, he suffered encephalitis lethargica - in this 

state he remained during several months.
Later he was fully recovered, finished a college, he is an eminent chess player, with 

mathematical talents, general intellectual niveau - good.



What is encephalitis lethargica?
A disease - inflammation of a brain (meningitis, Economo disease), 

epidemic in years 1917 - 1925, from that time seldom. The virus was 
never defined, high death rate.

Distant effect, for example post-lethargy Parkinsonism, 
could happen many years later. 

Antoni Prusiński, Fundamentals of Clinic Neurology, Warsaw 1983.

____________

Comment of the medical consultant in Warsaw AD 2005:
Achilles Frydman contracted Encephalitis in 1919 or 1920. 

Symptoms of brain damages have been observed
only many years after.

It might be inducted by various factors: 
excitement, or irritation, or melancholy, or falling in love etc. 



Achilles Frydman spent one month in Kocborowo Hospital. 
No medical papers mentioned his inclination for running nude.

After his health was improved, leaving the institution on 4 July 1937,
he wrote a short memo:

Medical staff with full understanding for patient’s needs, nursing - solicitous, kind and 
devoted to the duties, which sometimes are very heavy.



Source: Tadeusz Wolsza, Dictionary of Polish Chessplayers, vol. 3, p. 33.
___________________________________

A. Frydman’s games in rounds XVI-XXI (against Jagielski, Szpiro, Piltz, Zawadzki, 
Wojciechowski and Gerstenfeld) were not played.  

 

                Achilles Frydman tournament record:



After Jurata 1937 Achilles Frydman 
has never entered an official encounter.

Tartakower wrote in “Przeglad Szachowy” 7/1937, p. 98:
 

Tragic incident with sympathetic and commonly popular 
Achilles Frydman shows that chess game, 

under its peaceful shape, hides stormy passions.
Undoubtedly, one of the reasons of Lodz master’ disease was ambition;  

sometimes it stimulates people for the most noble exploits,
 but sometimes drives them into the depth of madness.


